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Linden Table Collection
A modern take on a classic Parsons table, Linden
leverages minimalistic components to deliver a
table that is simple and practical yet striking,
roomy, and expressive. Whether used for
collaborating on big projects, talking over new
ideas, or hosting office happy hours, Linden strikes
the perfect balance of fun and function.

Go Big or Go Home
Large spaces need large tables and, luckily
enough, Linden has a unique ganging option that
will allow multi-table configurations to take shape
in style. Mix and match finishes, colors, and table
heights to create an interesting and inviting place
where convening comes naturally.

Get Creative with Color
Linden offers the opportunity to have some fun
with finishes. The surfaces can be specified in
laminate, wood veneer or painted wood, while the
metal accents are available in stunning powder
coat colors. Go bold, neutral, or somewhere in
between, and easily play to the vibe of a space.
Table Finishes Options

Ash
Veneer

Walnut
Veneer

White
Paint

Black
Paint

Gray
Paint

Cloud
Paint

Mist
Paint

Light Rattan
Paint

Khaki
Paint

Lilac Chalk
Paint

Light Sienna
Paint

Terracotta
Paint

Burgundy
Paint

Navy Mood
Paint

Aloe
Paint

Terracotta

Burgundy

Navy Mood

Aloe

Powder Coated Metal Accents and Power Face Plate Options

White
Gloss

Black

Gray

Cloud

Mist
Gloss

Light Rattan
Gloss

Khaki
Gloss

LIlac Chalk

Light Sienna
Gloss

Power Up
You’ve got the power...to charge your phone or
laptop at anytime with Linden’s optional tabletop
power addition. The metal face plate is offered
in the same colors as the other metal accents,
meaning you can mix and match to your heart’s
content.
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Timeless Style for Contemporary Spaces
Durability, versatility, and style join forces in the Linden Table Collection. A classic design with endless options,
this series easily fits into any project, big or small.
For the most up-to-date product information, please visit hightoweraccess.com.

MODELS:

Bench

Coffee Table

Standing Table

Meeting Table

Counter Table

Linden Ganging
Meeting | Counter | Bar
LN234

PLAYS WELL WITH:

Jaxson
Barstool

Stackton
Wood Stacking Chair

Story

Kona Perch
X-Large with Power Addition

This product has one or more sustainable attributes. Refer to hightoweraccess.com/sustainability for more information.
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